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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Ask students if they know what a maze is. Be prepared to show or draw a picture if 

necessary. Ask students where one can find mazes, big and small. Lead into an explanation of 

corn mazes and the tradition of some U.S. farms to create corn mazes in the fall, which is when 

Halloween is celebrated. 

 

STEP 2 – Tell students that they will work together to complete a story. For those unfamiliar 

with Halloween, you may explain the tradition of telling scary stories around this time of the 

year. The tale Corn Maze is broken into three parts. Each part can be done in pairs or 

individually and then corrected as a class. Discuss the answer choices as needed. 

 

STEP 3 – After the three sections are completed, review the adjectives and adverbs. Ask 

students to look at the use of the selected words and list them in two groups on a separate 

piece of paper. Which ones were used as adjectives and which ones were used as adverbs? 

Remind them of the following rules: 

 Most adverbs end in -ly, but some adjectives have the same ending: friendly, lovely, 

ugly… 

 Some adverbs and adjectives share the same forms: early, fast, hard, late… 

 Adjectives follow linking verbs because these words describe states or conditions: be, 

become, feel, grow, seem, sound… + (adjective) 

 

STEP 4 – There is no ending to the tale. The students must suggest one, again either in pairs or 

individually. Encourage students to make use of descriptive adjectives and adverbs of manner. 

Then they may share their story endings with the class. Oral readings would fall in line with the 

tradition of storytelling around Halloween. 
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Choose the correct adverbs and adjectives to complete the story.  There is one extra word in 

each box. 

           
 

The maze was ____________, like the sky above. The corn grew ____________, maybe seven 

feet or more. Sam, Matt, and Lia went in.  Walls of corn were all around the three friends. It 

was very ____________ inside the maze.  They heard nothing but their own footsteps.  

 

Lia walked. Matt and Sam followed. At the first “T” Lia stopped and asked in a ____________ 

voice, “Which way? Left or right?” They took a second to look ____________ one way and then 

the other. Both ways looked the same. “You choose,” said Matt. Like Lia, he didn’t want to 

speak in a ____________ voice because it seemed ____________ to break the beautiful silence 

of the maze. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lia chose to go left. Matt and Sam continued to follow. It was ____________ in the afternoon. 

The friends moved ____________ through the maze. They knew they had lots of time to find 

their way out. But after an hour all the turns seemed the same, and the group became very 

____________. 

 

Sam didn’t want his friends to worry. He smiled and said ____________, “Hey, it’s a 

____________ day to get lost! We’ve got the blue sky and the ____________ sun. No worries!” 

Matt laughed ____________. His smile didn’t reach his eyes. Lia wanted to say something, but 

at that second all three heard a ____________ sound.  

 

 

 

 

big  quiet  quickly  tall 

loud  quietly  soft  wrong 

         

 

cheerful early  nervously tired  warm 

cheerfully lovely  slowly  strange   

         

 

The Corn Maze 
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“What was that?” asked Matt. The sound repeated – it was very ____________ now. The three 

friends listened. They waited. No one moved, but their hearts were beating ____________. 

 

“Let’s go that way,” Sam said and pointed away from the sound. The group moved together. 

They heard it again.  

 

“It sounded like an animal,” said Lia. 

“I hope it’s ____________,” said Matt. He jumped when he heard the sound again. 

“I really don’t want to meet a ____________ animal inside this maze,” said Sam, “especially 

because we don’t know the way out.” 

 

The sky was still blue, but now the day felt ____________. The ____________ group wanted to 

find the exit. They wanted to get out and go home – ____________. But with each passing 

minute, they lost hope. Where was the exit? What was following them?  

 

Around the next turn they found…   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

close   dangerous  fast  small  safely 

cold  dangerously  friendly  safe 
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ANSWERS: 

The maze was big like the sky above. The corn grew tall, maybe seven feet or more. Sam, Matt, 

and Lia went in.  Walls of corn were all around the three friends. It was very quiet inside the 

maze.  They heard nothing but their own footsteps.  

 

Lia walked. Matt and Sam followed. At the first “T” Lia stopped and asked in a soft voice, 

“Which way? Left or right?” They took a second to look quickly one way and then the other. 

Both ways looked the same. “You choose,” said Matt. Like Lia, he didn’t want to speak in a loud 

voice because it seemed wrong to break the beautiful silence of the maze. 

 

Lia chose to go left. Matt and Sam continued to follow. It was early in the afternoon. The 

friends moved slowly through the maze. They knew they had lots of time to find their way out. 

But after an hour all the turns seemed the same, and the group became very tired. 

 

Sam didn’t want his friends to worry. He smiled and said cheerfully, “Hey, it’s a lovely day to 

get lost! We’ve got the blue sky and the warm sun. No worries!” Matt laughed nervously. His 

smile didn’t reach his eyes. Lia wanted to say something, but at that second all three heard a 

strange sound.  

 

“What was that?” asked Matt. The sound repeated – it was very close now. The three friends 

listened. They waited. No one moved, but their hearts were beating fast. 

 

“Let’s go that way,” Sam said and pointed away from the sound. The group moved together. 

They heard it again.  

 

“It sounded like an animal,” said Lia. 

“I hope it’s friendly,” said Matt. He jumped when he heard the sound again. 

“I really don’t want to meet a dangerous animal inside this maze,” said Sam, “especially 

because we don’t know the way out.” 

 

The sky was still blue, but now the day felt cold. The small group wanted to find the exit. They 

wanted to get out and go home – safely. But with each passing minute, they lost hope. Where 

was the exit? What was following them?  

 

Around the next turn they found…   

 


